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Fast Facts for Patients and their Supporters

Fast Facts provide patients with concise and easy to understand information on diagnosis, therapy and disease management. The content and many illustrations are being curated with patient experts and groups. These booklets also support the dialogue between healthcare professionals and their patients.
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Myeloma
Cancer of the immune system
Edited by leading hematologist Dr. Karthik Ramasamy

Plasma cells are a type of red or white blood cell?

Fast Facts
For patients and their supporters

Treatment of pain
Is your pain in one part of your body or in more than one place? Mark on the figures below where you feel pain. If you have more than one site of pain, label them 1, 2, 3 and so on, with 1 being the pain that upsets you the most. Show this to your doctor.
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Tear-off Sheets

Tear-off Sheets provide patients with highly visual and easy to understand information right during diagnosis.

They’re a way to pass first information from doctor to patient and enable patients to inform their supporters.
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embarrassingproblems.com

Giving patients first information about health problems of the more embarrassing kind. Support for communication with doctors.
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Print and electronic books are still an important resource of knowledge for patients.

In CPM, we’re working on making books that truly help patients understand disease and health problems.
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- *Du und ich haben Diabetes*
- *Nur keine PANIK!*
- *Depression: Wege aus der Krankheit*